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Trip Summary

Select Flights or Trains

Round Trip
LEX - MCO
Depart: Thu, 09/15/2016
Return: Mon, 09/19/2016

Finalize Trip

Change Search

From
LEX - Blue Grass Field - Lexington, KY

To
MCO - Orlando Intl Aipt - Orlando, FL

Search by
Price

Fights w/ no double connections

Search

Display Settings

Hide Non-refundable Fares
Hide Propeller Planes
Depart/Return Same Airport Only

Airport Filters

Depart

LEX - Lexington, KY ($203.20)

Price

Price $203.20 - $482.27
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Depart/Return Same Airport Only
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Arrival
- MCO - Orlando, FL ($203.20)

Return
- MCO - Orlando, FL ($203.20)
- LEX - Lexington, KY ($203.20)

Connecting Airport Filters

- 07:00a LEX → 01:20p MCO 1 stop ATL 6h 20m (Delta)
- 01:55p MCO → 05:57p LEX 1 stop DTW 5h 02m (Delta)

- 07:00a LEX → 01:20p MCO 1 stop ATL 6h 20m (Delta)
- 08:02a MCO → 05:11p LEX 1 stop MSP 9h 09m (Delta)

- 04:55p LEX → 09:29p MCO 1 stop ATL 4h 34m (Delta)
- 01:22p MCO → 05:37p LEX 1 stop ATL 4h 15m (Delta)

- 04:55p LEX → 09:29p MCO 1 stop ATL 4h 34m (Delta)
- 05:30p MCO → 10:48p LEX 1 stop ATL 5h 18m (Delta)

- 04:55p LEX → 09:29p MCO 1 stop ATL 4h 34m (Delta)
- 01:55p MCO → 06:57p LEX 1 stop DTW 5h 02m (Delta)

- 04:55p LEX → 10:29p MCO 1 stop ATL 5h 34m (Delta)
- 01:55p MCO → 06:57p LEX 1 stop DTW 5h 02m (Delta)
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